
       ADVENTURE  BEFORE  DEMENTIA     

NEWS LETTER NO 30

Update  5/5/2014  Tuoro Sul Trasimeno
              We spent last night at Castiglione Del Lago and with the rain 
over the last few days the site looked like a tsunami had just hit, mud 
and water every where. We left the next morning.

 

Like (laugh) of the day
       Watching 2 Italian ladies spend 3 hours trying to put up a 
caravan awning. It was more dramatic than a EastEnders Xmas special.

  IT'S  5.OCLOCK  SOMEWHERE
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Update  8/5/2014 Possignano
              This is our 3rd site on Lake Trasimeno and we have found a 
GEM. Its a hotel that uses the grounds as a camp-site and its fantastic.

Everything is hotel standard, the toilet block is beautiful and we have 
full use of all the hotel facilities.

  IT'S  5.OCLOCK  SOMEWHERE
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Camper Bit.
                       We have had a lot of awnings and windbreaks etc, but 
our latest one from Jormax is great. Steel poles, top supports, mesh top 
that stops the wind but not the view.

  IT'S  5.OCLOCK  SOMEWHERE
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Lake Trasiimeno is about 50 miles round and is unusual in the fact it 
does not have a outlet, relying on solar evaporation for the lake level. 
There are 3 islands on the lake 2 of them inhabited, yesterday we took 
the ferry to Isola Maggiore one of the inhabited ones. It started as a 
monastery  in the 15th century with a fishing village. Now its a day 
time tourist attraction with lots of restaurants beside the ferry pier.

Tribute
             To Basil who gave everything
             So others could enjoy.

Dislike of the day.
             Italian railway crossings where they drop the barrier at least 
10min before the train passes.
             The locals all know this so they rush thro with the red light 
flashing, then the rest switch there engines off and get out off their cars.

Thanks. to Keith for the article on the beach balls we found.

  IT'S  5.OCLOCK  SOMEWHERE
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Update  10/5/2014 Cervia
              Cervia was a big surprise to us, being on the Adriatic 
between Rimini and the Po delta, it is a very large tourist area, but 
Cervia is nice, yes it has hundreds of beach restaurants with their rows 
of sun umbrellas. But they are all very smart. Cervia was once a solar 
salt town that peaked in 1952 since then they have built a huge town 
with beautiful apartments. The salt fields are still there and used to a 
small degree, the fishing harbour supply’s all the restaurants with fresh 
fish daily.
 

Like of the day.
        Seeing a Hoopoe (bird) for the first time. Sorry it flew off before I 
could get my camera out.

  IT'S  5.OCLOCK  SOMEWHERE
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Another like of the day.
          Eating local produce all made within 5 miles of the camp-site 
on lake Trasimeno.

I know Italians are “funny” The bottom bowl is obvious but does 
anybody have a idea what the top bowl is for ?

  IT'S  5.OCLOCK  SOMEWHERE
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Wendys images.        Giant Fennel

  IT'S  5.OCLOCK  SOMEWHERE
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Shrubby Sainfoin.

  IT'S  5.OCLOCK  SOMEWHERE




